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The Classic White Formal Shirt – a powerful emblem of social change 
Sub-theme: Preserving History/Cultural Icons-Cultural impact past, present and future  
Introduction 
The classic white formal shirt is a widely and readily familiar object with considerable 
historical cultural significance to diverse social groups, and is therefore deserving of iconic 
status. For more than two hundred years, this singular item of apparel has been able to define 
and represent status, wealth, gender shifts and fashion norms. This garment, which has 
historically been relinquished to undergarment status, deserves an escalation of standing. 
The classic white formal shirt, for both men and women,  can be used as a mirror to map 
considerable social change and the diversity of influence can be traced through many 
examples, including: Beau Brummell’s dandy status with his legendry white shirting; the 
Gibson Girl with her decorated white shirt style blouse defining ideals of female beauty; IBM 
business employees in the 1920s marketing trustworthiness through the uniformity of white 
shirts; the fictional advertising creation of the Arrow Collar Man, with his rigid white shirt, 
promoting American masculine ideals; and the iconic 1980s Hugo Boss style crisp white 
dress shirt symbolising power. 
The origins of the influence of the white shirt can be best traced in the Victorian era where it 
was an important symbol of wealth and class distinction and a powerful emblem of sobriety 
and uniformity for men. The pure white colour fulfilled masculine ideals of resolute austerity 
and the shirt, through its constancy, epitomised conformity and dependability. For women, 
the white cloth of the ‘shirt-waist’ from this period was also linked to ideals of cleanliness 
and purity and was seen as an iconic symbol of the new independent working class woman. 
This paper will propose that the classic white formal shirt, for both men and women, has been 
a powerful marker of social shifts in Western society and this underrated item of apparel, 
with limited scholarly writing, is worthy of iconic status. The discussion will trace the 
historical development of both the men’s and women’s white shirt, each with their own 
unique history, and in doing so highlight the considerable historical cultural significance 





Men’s White Formal Shirt 
Describing the form - the archetypal men’s white formal shirt 
The archetypal men’s white formal shirt (sometimes referred to as a dress shirt) has a natural 
fit for the upper-body and a centre front button opening with tab, rigid collar and cuffs, yoke 
customarily cut double, long set-in-sleeves and a curved hem line. In current times, the 
garment is generally made from cotton or cotton blend woven fabric. The reference to formal 
in the descriptor differentiates the garment from more casual style white shirts, such as polo 
shirts, T-shirts, and pullover style shirts such as the Rugby or Henley shirt. This classic item 
of men’s apparel is readily recognised within Western society and worn by diverse cultural 
groups. 
The developmental phase of the archetypical form of the men’s white formal shirt 
The shirt (period term, ‘sherte’) is an enduring item in both name and in its principal design. 
Its provenance can be traced back to the Norman period, around the turn of the first 
millennium, with a loose, utilitarian garment referred to as a chemise or smock. This 
unstructured form, which was essentially considered an undergarment, was brought to the 
fore by the legendary figure George Bryan "Beau" Brummell (1778-1840) with his 
meticulous white linen shirts and elaborately knotted cravats. 
In the middle part of the nineteenth century the origins of the archetypical form of the modern 
shirt as we know it today, begin to emerge. During the period 1840s to 1870s, the shirt shifted 
from a loose garment to a fitted garment which essentially resembled current notions of fit 
and style. The catalyst for change was threefold: tailors adopted a scientific approach to 
drafting shirt patterns and this mathematical system enabled a better fitting garment; the cut 
of the garment was transformed to address the bulky and uncomfortable undershirt, as a result 
of a growing trend for more fitted vests and jackets; and improvements in sewing 
manufacture allowed for ready-made shirts to become affordable, enabling a more refined 
style and cut to permeate the market.  
By the close of the 1890s, the bedrock had been laid for what we know today as the 
archetypical white formal shirt. The basic form is consistent with current notions of fit, 
silhouette and construction, apart from detached collars being used in this period due to 
prohibitive laundry costs. 
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Social influence of the men’s white formal shirt – Victorian times 
In the last decade of the nineteenth century the white formal shirt formed one of the keystone 
elements for understanding classical male dress right up until the first decade of the twentieth 
century. This was despite it being for the most part, hidden by outer garments. The white 
formal shirt, until the end of the nineteenth century, was a significant symbol of wealth and 
class distinction, as only a person of substantial prosperity could afford to have their shirts 
washed frequently and to own enough of them to wear. The link between social distinction 
and the whiteness of the shirting cloth was, as Roetzel (1999, p.20) proposes, used as a 
marker for affluence, as an unclean white shirt was connected with ‘dirty’, poorly paid 
labouring work. Even an unclean collar implied that not only was the garment unclean, but 
the inner body – including the mind – was as well.  
The white formal shirt was also a powerful emblem of sobriety and uniformity in the 
Victorian era. Flugel (1930, p.75) considered that the white shirt, with its ‘virgin’ and pristine 
appearance, sent a message of being authoritative, steadfast and trustworthy. The relationship 
between responsibility, sobriety and uniformity allowed the white shirt to become a 
customary vehicle for masculine dress. The pure white colour fulfilled masculine ideals of 
unwavering sombreness and the shirt, through its constancy and rigid appearance with high 
collars, stiff bibs and cuffs, epitomised conformity and dependability. As Hollander (1994, 
p.69) suggests, by the nineteenth century, men who concerned themselves with decorative 
versus utilitarian needs were reviled for being non-masculine. The unadorned white formal 
shirt was intrinsically correlated to appropriate moral masculine behaviour and it was 
believed that any deviation from that norm would result in a collapse of society’s established 
conservative values. Honeyman (2002, p.428) states that this austerity of dress “indicated that 
a man could be trusted, that he was serious and that he meant business. It also meant that he 
was unlike a woman”. Hence, in the Victorian era, the white shirt underpinned attitudes to 
manliness and formed a foundation stone for visual and moral assumptions about masculine 
ideals. 
Furthermore, when patterned shirts were worn in that period, suspicions were raised as the 
patterned fabric was perceived to mask a lack of personal cleanliness. The potent historical 
message a white shirt can convey is noted by Mark Twain (1981, p.415) in his 
autobiographical account of his life (first published 1872), “if a man wanted a fight on his 
hands without any annoying delay, all he had to do was to appear in public (rural working 
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class) in a white shirt and he would be accommodated. For those people hated aristocrats”. In 
essence, the white shirt was used as an emblem of business success and power and as a 
distinguishing marker for social rank.  
This association with status is evident in the 1880s and onwards with the adoption of the 
terms ‘white collar’ and ‘blue collar’ workers – white collar denoting a clerical or managerial 
level, and blue collar denoting manual work. Traditionally, shirts for manual workers were 
dyed a shade of indigo to conceal labouring stains and, as Turbin (2002, p.483) proposes, 
many working class men resented clerical workers for wearing white shirts, referring to them 
as ‘white collar stiffs’ as they dressed above their station, as an employer not an employee. 
Hence, the white shirt was essentially viewed as a symbolic icon inferring social status. 
The collar was also used as a symbol of social rank, with high standing collars preventing a 
downward gaze, as Turbin (2002, p.482) states, “to look downward, high-status men had to 
literally look down their noses”. Consequently, high rigid collars distinguished the elite from 
clerks who necessitated low collars for ease of movement. The detachable collar could also 
be readily starched, thereby allowing a rigidity and armour like appearance for the wearer. 
This rigidity was considered a crucial aspect for correct and sober dress during this period.  
By the close of the nineteenth century the use of the white formal shirt as an insignia to 
define status had diminished, becoming instead, ubiquitous male apparel. The reasons are 
threefold. Firstly, with the rise of the industrial revolution, manufacturing costs for shirts 
decreased and availability increased. As a result, men were able to afford to own at least one 
white shirt and these were readily available. Secondly, the rise of the middle class enabled an 
increased affluence brought about by a new ethos which combined consumption, cleanliness 
and European gentility. This penchant for cleanliness acted as fuel for a public desire for 
immaculate white shirts, thereby escalating their popularity. Craik (1994, p.184) suggests that 
the rise of consumption patterns allowed a new, restrained style of dress to thrive and the 
correct external appearance of a man became fused to his social mobility and possible 
business success. Finally, the average man could now afford to launder at least one white 
shirt with multiple detachable collars, cuffs and bibs. This shirt was then able to equip a man 
for church, the ‘high street’ and for employment within clerical roles. The white shirt was 
now able to bridge societal divides and the defining factor for class separation was no longer 
the colour but the fit, quality of the cloth and very discreet style variations. 
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By the beginning of the twentieth century, with the rise of commercial laundries and inside 
plumbing, the whiteness of a shirt could easily be maintained. In urban contexts (Western 
society), it was now common place to own a number of white shirts and the increased quality 
of manufacture ensured robustness during the laundering process and improved garment 
longevity. In this period the wearing of coloured shirts for business wear was gaining 
popularity, however, white shirts were still regarded as appropriate for eveningwear and 
‘Sunday best’ attire. Detailing continued to be minimal (although bib fronts were sometimes 
pleated) or non-existent during this period. As Burtis (quoted in Shep and Cariou, 1999, 
p.220) states in a 1911 ladies’ journal, Making a Shirt for a Man, “many men believe that it is 
unbecoming for any one, save perhaps a college boy, to affect anything bordering on 
decoration or fad stunts as they call them”.  
Twentieth century and the white formal shirt 
In the early twentieth century, the white formal shirt continued to have an undergarment 
association and, if a man was wearing only trousers and a shirt, he was considered to be 
‘undressed’ (Urban Western contexts). Cunnington and Willett (1992, p.15) propose that a 
shirt was considered an undergarment up until the First World War and that the notion of an 
outer garment touching the skin was simply abhorrent. Even in contemporary times, this 
customary hangover can be evidenced where it can still be considered poor taste, in certain 
social and business contexts, for a man to take off his jacket in public and expose his shirt. 
After the end of the First World War, a societal shift was occurring with a consequent 
rejection of Victorian rigid and ‘starched’ ideals and a desire to adopt new, post war 
conventions. The white formal shirt was still commonly worn; however, rigid collars, cuffs 
and bibs became fundamentally aligned to formal wear. A new, softer and more fluid look 
was developing for less formal clothing. One of the key influences was the Prince of Wales 
(later Edward VIII for only one year in 1936), who was a popular leader of fashion at the 
time. His rejection of the white shirt, with its severe lines, in favour of soft, floppy, coloured 
shirts created a major shift in menswear. Alongside this shift to a ‘softer’ style of dress, 
casual shirts were becoming popular, including tennis and sports shirts. This period was also 
aligned to the demise of the detachable collar on the formal shirt, due to reduced laundering 
and manufacturing costs. 
Nevertheless, in the first part of the 1920s the white formal shirt was still associated with 
moral respectability. As an example, in 1924 the founding father of IBM, Thomas J. Watson, 
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was insistent on a dress code demanding his office employees to wear a classic white shirt as 
part of their mandatory attire. As Olofsson (2004, p.42) claims, a white shirt possesses 
sterling qualities of reliability, respectability and responsibility. This association with ideals 
of steadfastness was also played out in the fictional American advertising creation of the 
Arrow Collar Man (1905-31), with his rigid white shirt, promoting American masculine 
ideals. As Stump (2012, p.126) suggests the Arrow Collar Man was an easily identifiable 
character from early twentieth-century advertisements and was a major influence of visual 
masculine norms during the First World War.  
The next major change for the white formal shirt was the introduction of synthetic fabrics in 
the late 1950s and early 1960s. Even though the adoption of synthetic fibres did not alter the 
garments appearance, it transformed the wearability and serviceability of the shirt. With the 
introduction of nylon blends, and subsequently polyester, shirts were ‘drip dry’ and required 
minimal ironing. However, synthetic fibres had questionable ability for comfort, particularly 
in hot, humid climates. Interestingly, the shirt was now no longer considered as an 
undergarment, as the white tee-shirt/singlet fulfilled this role. 
Another significant shift for the white formal shirt was in the late 1960s and early 1970s. This 
period witnessed an escalation in detailing, in particular, frontal flounces and ruffles, as well 
as increased collar widths. Also, for some, the necktie was being rejected in favour of open 
neck shirts. The white formal shirt was still seen as a proper garment as a vast array of highly 
coloured and printed shirts popularised the market place for casual clothing. In the early 
1980s, for a brief period, an innovative romantic style of dressing with loosely styled foppish 
and frilled white shirts was the height of fashion – influenced by popular new romantic bands, 
such as Spandau Ballet. Through the 1980s ‘power dressing’, with labels such as Hugo Boss, 
was fashionable (urban business contexts) and the white formal shirt, once again, regained its 
association with power and prestige. The formal shirt styles were austere and rigid and the tie 
regained a strong foothold. By the 1990s and onwards, with the casualisation of clothing, the 
archetypal white formal shirt, with rigid two-piece collar and cuffs, continued to be 
associated with formal occasions or official work contexts.  
In conclusion, the modern white shirt for men has remained fairly consistent in form and 
detailing since the 1890s. Even though manufacturing methods have improved significantly 
since the end of the nineteenth century, the fundamental technique of assembly has not 
changed. The principal elements of the shirt have remained constant – areas for rigidity have 
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not been altered and the style of detailing for a formal shirt has not radically shifted in form. 
Thus, it is concluded that from 1890 onwards the men’s white formal shirt has had only 
minor ‘flirtations’ with innovation and its principal form has remained comparatively static 
from that period. As has been demonstrated, the archetypal men’s white formal shirt has been 
an enduring form, with notable cultural significance, thereby worthy of iconic status. 
Discussed next is the women’s white formal shirt 
Women’s White Shirt 
Describing the form - the women’s white shirt 
The women’s white formal shirt, sometimes referred to a blouse, has many variations and is 
not as fixed in form as the archetypical men’s formal shirt, including less strict contextual 
deeming of formality to delineate the style of garment. The general form is broadly based on 
the archetypical men’s formal shirt, with front opening, set in sleeves, shoulder seam and 
some variant of a collar, in white cloth. Copious differences exist within the general form, 
including garment length, sleeve fullness, body ease and levels of decoration. A diversity of 
fabric types and densities are used, including cloth that is sheer.  
The women’s formal white shirt as we know it today has evolved from two distinct lineages, 
one being the fitted form (referred to as a shirt-waist) and the other being a loose form 
(referred to as a middy-blouse). Discussed first will be the shirt-waist. 
The shirt-waist 
By the 1890s a major shift was occurring in women’s dress styles and a new fashion was 
developing that resulted in changes to the silhouette - the waist became a central visual 
component and an S-bend silhouette was favoured. In particular, the wearing of a shirt-waist 
(or waist, as it was sometimes abbreviated to) enabled a ‘new look’ to surface and was seen 
as a significant departure from previous rigid Victorian silhouettes. An 1889 fashion 
publication by Butterrick, The Delineator, proclaimed “Shirt-waists are such an important 
part of a woman’s (wardrobe) that they cannot afford to be neglected.” (Harris, 2002, p.4). 
The shirt-waist became the principal part of a woman’s upper body dress in the late 
nineteenth century.   
As part of these developments, a two piece outfit, consisting of a tailored skirt and a fitted 
shirt/blouse were highly fashionable, although versions were being worn as early as the 1860s. 
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This outfit was then sometimes teamed with a matching jacket which, in effect, created a 
tailored suit. This mode of dress aligned to an increased uptake of paid work, such as office 
(mainly secretarial roles) and retail positions. Foner and Garraty (1991, p.384) state: 
By the 1860s women on New York streets were wearing jacketed dresses 
modelled after male suits. Thirty years later these styles had evolved into the 
shirtwaist, the man-tailored blouse that became emblematic of the clerical 
working woman. The shirt-waist’s popularity quickly spread upward to higher 
social classes. (As well, designers’ influence on fashion, particularly Gabrielle 
‘Coco’ Channel, heightened the blouse’s popularity through the tailored suit, in 
the first part of the twentieth century.) 
The early shirt-waist had a tailored collar or a classic round neckline, fitted waist, some 
detailing such as pleating and some versions buttoned at the rear. From the late nineteenth 
century, the most prevalent style buttoned down the front and the garment appeared to be 
fashioned after a man’s shirt. The use of the term shirt-waist remained a popular convention 
until the 1920s (Calasibetta and Tortora, 2003, p.33 -37).  
Social influence of the women’s white shirt 
In the late Victorian era, similar to the man’s formal shirt, white cloth for the shirt-waist was 
linked to ideals of cleanliness and purity. Hence, in the 1890s the white shirt-waist became a 
highly fashionable garment, as it fulfilled those ideals. This period witnessed the advent of 
the ‘new woman’ and the white shirt-waist was an iconic symbol of the new independent 
working class woman (see Anderson’s The White Blouse Revolution 1988 for information on 
period work practices). The white shirt-waist was a powerful representation of a new ethos 
and as a result became, like the men’s white formal shirt, an archetypical and ubiquitous 
garment to be worn in the early part of the twentieth century. Paradoxically, the shirt-waist 
also became a symbol of poor labour conditions, with many women sewing these garments in 
factories with deplorable work practices. In particular, the tragic fire in the Triangle 
Shirtwaist factory in New York City in 1911, with the death of 148 workers, acted as a 
catalyst to highlight poor labour practices. See McEvoy (1995) and Drehle (2004) for 
information about labour reform as a result of this tragedy. 
At the close of the nineteenth century, a new icon – the Gibson Girl – emerged and ideals of 
female beauty came to represent the new woman. The Gibson Girl embodied changes in 
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lifestyle and gender depiction and personified a break from Victorian social repression. The 
Gibson Girl image was popularised by the drawings of the American artist Charles Dana 
Gibson (Foner and Garraty, 1991, p.384). As Breward (1995, p.186) argues, the Gibson Girl 
encapsulated the new economic power within American society and her caricature embodied 
freshness and independence. Even though the Gibson Girl image was initially popular in 
America, it soon expanded abroad where it became a significant influence on fashion styles. 
The most conspicuous element of her attire was the white shirt-waist, which pouched at the 
front and created a puffed pigeon breast appearance. The style of dress consisted of a tightly 
corseted waist, a high-collared neckline, long sleeves and a decorated fitted shirt style with 
copious amounts of lace and pintucking on the front. Matched to this was a tailored bell-
shaped skirt and hair rolled up to give a full appearance (Darnell, 2000, p.9). Through the 
popularity of the Gibson Girl’s perceived graceful image, new conventions for the ideal 
silhouette (the S-bend or Gibson bend) were forged. The Gibson Girl was a major influence 
on the shirt-waist’s heightened popularity and its subsequent associations with femininity and 
decoration.  
Another reason for the increased appeal of the fitted shirt-waist was the adoption of cycling 
for women in the 1890s. During this period, cycling became enormously popular and it 
represented a move to a more independent lifestyle that contrasted with Victorian concepts of 
femininity. Cycling necessitated clothes that were not only practical on a bicycle but also 
symbolic of the freedom that was encapsulated in this new leisure activity. Consequently, the 
fitted shirt-waist enabled relative ease of movement, in comparison to the fitted bodice, when 
women were cycling.  
Other factors aided the shirt-waist’s popularity. One was the prevalence of fashion journals 
and the other, which supplemented these publications, was the availability of paper garment 
patterns. As Craik (1994, p.48-49) argues, the readership for women’s magazines escalated 
enormously in the late Victorian period and this helped to define and spread the influence of 
the confident new woman. As a result, the wearing of a white shirt-waist was readily taken up 
through the fashions that were espoused in these magazines. Alongside this, companies such 
as Butterrick produced affordable paper patterns for shirt-waists, and supporting fashion 
publications such as the Delineator, enabled some women to readily produce fashioned 
garments at a more affordable price. Finally, the rise of the department store, with mass 
produced items, allowed the shirt-waist to become a common place garment in the early part 
of the twentieth century. An additional contributing influence was the popularity of mail 
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order companies, such as Sears, as this allowed an ease of access for new fashion styles 
outside the major urban centres. 
Discussed next is the other lineage of the women’s white shirt – the middy blouse.  
The middy-blouse – the other lineage of the women’s white shirt 
While exact origins of the word are unclear, the term ‘blouse’ may have been introduced in 
the early 19th century in France and is likely to have developed from the French word 
"bliaut" or old French "blialt" – a long loose blue workman’s shirt-smock; or from the word 
‘blouson’ meaning ‘to blouse’. Use of the word blouse can also be evidenced in the mid 
1800s, with the naval middy-blouse. It was a loose fitting midshipman’s garment that 
consisted of a long white skirted shirt that tucked into trousers, with blue decorative banding 
on the pocket and chest area (Miller, 1997, p.121). Civilian adoption of the term ‘blouse’ was 
initially for boys’ attire through the wearing of sailor style suits (the middy-blouse) in the mid 
1800s and, subsequently, for women’s wear in the late nineteen hundreds.  
In the 1880s significant social upheavals were occurring and, as a result of these reforms, 
women were now undertaking activities that were once previously considered male in domain. 
Sporting activities were starting to become popular for leisure time. Alongside this, the 
growing trend for seaside vacations (England) required garments that reflected a more 
comfortable form. As well, in some schools and colleges, young girls undertook regular 
gymnasium based exercise. More ‘rational’ clothes were evolving to match the changing 
lifestyle for women. Organisations such as the Rational Dress Reform Society were 
established (1881) to espouse a new aesthetic for dress with alternative and more comfortable 
garments, such as the bloomer. As part of this shift to a more relaxed form, the middy-blouse 
was gaining popularity for leisure and physical activities.  
This rapid shift in lifestyle enabled sports such as croquet, skating, golf and gymnasium-
based activity to develop costumes that had blouse variants – the 1880’s gym suit being an 
example. The gym suit was based on the middy-blouse and, as Warner (2006, p. 203-206) 
indicates, early variants had sailor collars and were generally matched with baggy bloomers 
or a divided skirt. This garment, predominately in white cloth, was loose around the waist and 
generally worn tucked in.  Tennis, however, was the principal sport that influenced the blouse. 
In the early Victorian period tennis costumes were, in the main, restrictive and allowed little 
concession for playing sport. They consisted of high necked bodices and heavy skirts, 
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although jersey fabrics allowed some degree of movement (Bryde, 1992, p.165-166). By the 
early 1890s a more comfortable garment, the tennis blouse, had evolved. The tennis blouse 
consisted of a loose baggy waist, full sleeves, high gathered neckline and use of white cloth. 
This garment was unusual for the time as it was loose and bloused at the waist, hence the 
term ‘blouse’ (Warner, 2006, p.49). Once again, it was based on the naval middy-blouse and 
this outfit became highly popular in the 1890s for tennis and other leisure sports. At this time 
the tennis blouse had varying degrees of decoration. However, by the first decade of the 
twentieth century, it had become unadorned and a plain white shirt styled garment was the 
preferred choice (Horwood 2002, p. 47-48). 
In summary, the loose blouse form appears to have had its origins in the mid 1800s with the 
naval middy-blouse. This garment shifted to civilian use as a result of shifts in dress norms 
for women in the late Victorian period. Increased physical activity demanded completely new 
styles of garments. These garments mirrored a relaxing of ‘corseted’ Victorian ideals and 
allowed forms of ‘rational’ clothing (relative to that time) to emerge.  
In the early twentieth-century, the shirt-waist and the (middy-) blouse appear to have cross-
influenced two major styles of white shirts for women. By 1914 the blouse/shirt-waist was, in 
the main, left untucked and the garment was becoming less adorned, straighter in form and 
sometimes worn with a tie. To all intents and purposes, the shirt-waist was evolving to 
become part of a silhouette that was aligned to the ‘flapper’ of the 1920s. As Pendergast and 
Pendergast (2004, p.686-687) suggest, the blouse/shirt-waist was, in effect, a dropped waist 
silhouette and it formed the foundation for this subsequent new look. Entwistle (2000, p.171) 
states: “[t]he 1920s ‘flapper’ represents the first expression of something approximating to an 
androgynous look”. (The design influence from Paul Pioret is considered to have acted as a 
precursor for this look).  Therefore, by the end of World War One it was fashionable to wear 
a style of dress for the upper body that was decidedly menswear in style. 
In conclusion, both forms of the shirt, the fitted (shirt-waist) and the relaxed (blouse), have a 
complex and interwoven history. They are aligned to labour reforms, female emancipation 
and changes to dress norms. The 1890s were a critical period for the shirt as the shift from a 
fitted bodice to a more ‘rational’ form was evolving. Increased leisure activities for women, 
such as cycling and sport, influenced the need to move from Victorian rigidity to a softer 
silhouette, such as the blouse. In this period, even though some forms were highly decorated 
and relatively loose in fit, it acted as a foundational catalyst for women adopting men’s shirt 
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characteristics as part of their spectrum of dress in the twentieth century and beyond. Similar 
to the men’s white formal shirt, the women’s shirt, in all its variant guises, has been an 
enduring form with important cultural significance, and is therefore also worthy of iconic 
status. 
Conclusion 
A cultural icon is an object that is widely and readily familiar to the general public and has 
considerable historical cultural importance to diverse social groups. In Western society, icons 
of fashion are diverse and the list is certainly arguable: the classic black dress, Levi’s 501 
jeans, the Burberry trench coat, Yves Saint Laurent pant suit, Christian Dior’s pencil skirt, 
Mary Quant’s mini skirt and perhaps the Aloha Shirt; however, the ubiquitous classic white 
formal shirt is generally off the radar for iconic status. This widely familiar and recognisable 
item of apparel is omnipresent, season after season in both men’s and women’s fashion, and 
is essentially unadulterated in form from the late nineteenth century. This underrated garment, 
which has had enormous social impact over the last one hundred and fifty years (particularly 
in Victorian times), has been connected to social reform, class structures, status and power, 
gender ideals and norms of dress; and is accordingly worthy of consideration for icon status.  
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